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ABSTRACT
Today, the ongoing and dramatic increase in available information has motivated information professionals to seek
better ways to organize and present large data sets for improved information access and retrieval. One approach to helping
users find and retrieve large-scale information is information visualization. While the literature has addressed how information visualization techniques can help present data in a way that enables users to find, retrieve, and analyze large-scale
information effectively, little has been done to visualize the information based on its underlying semantic meanings. In this
paper, we developed a topic-based visualization model to present and analyze the Illinois Digital Archives, in which a document can now be represented as a mixture of semantic topics and the relationships between documents can be understood
more clearly. The study extends the existing collection management options for librarians, archivists, and other information
professionals who manage and curate large digital collections.
Keywords: digital collections, collection management, information visualization, topic modeling, visual analytics, data
curation, information retrieval

INTRODUCTION
With ongoing advances in storage and archive
technologies and the growing interest in sharing data,
there has been a tremendous increase in the availability
and presence of digital collections. Watkins et al. [29]
defined digital collections as collections of “large quantities of accumulated digital ‘stuff’ of varying form, purpose and value”. Bass et al. [4, p. 1] also argued that digi-

tal collections are “any set of documents or multimedia
pieces (e.g., images, audio, files, videos, etc.) gathered
and presented online for the purpose of exchanging resources and ideas”. The varieties of formats, contents, and
purposes of digital collections and the growing volume of
digital collections poses new challenges for users who
seek more information and new opportunities for information professionals who curate that information.
The organization and management of digital collections have changed greatly in the last few decades. For
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years, information professionals and organizations committed to providing access to digital content have developed various methods to access, collect, generate, distribute, and preserve information to end-users. A National
Research Foundation report [23] suggested that these
methods are mostly based either on creating data in digital
form – born digital – or transforming data into digital or
digitized form. The report further highlighted that collection managers manage digital collection based on three
principles: (a) digital preservation to ensure that the digital content is maintained over time in usable formats and
can be made available to current and future users in meaningful ways, (b) digital stewardship that includes taking a
set of actions that extend the longevity and usefulness of
digital content, and (c) digital curation that includes a set
of activities such as data management, archiving, and digital preservation. Digital curation is concerned with lifecycle management of a digital resource from the time it is
created until it is purposely disposed of. It also involves
creating, correcting, and enhancing metadata or collection
descriptions so that they are appropriately described and
documented and can be used and reused so that the digital
content is broadly available over time to end-users without unnecessary impediments.
For years, several different algorithms based on
these principles have been proposed to manage and retrieve useful information from large databases of digital
collections [2]. Advances in technology have not only
brought significant changes in the way librarians and information professionals create, acquire, organize, store,
and distribute digital collections but has also brought
changes to information retrieval systems. However, even
though collection managers have made great efforts to
integrate user perspectives and develop design processes
that adequately accommodate end user perspectives, they
have focused solely on assessing system designs [7] and
user/usability interface. In fact, little attention has been
paid to analyzing the impact digital collection projects
have had on actual research efforts [27]. Also, no consensus exists on the best methods of managing and organizing digital collections, which may address immediate information needs of end users [12]. Horava [15] further
identified major issues concerning digital collections
management. These include maintaining core values such
as equity of access of digital collections, scholarly communication issues such as retaining author rights and copyright issues, acquisition activities such as acquiring large
amounts of on-site or offline data, budget allocation, pricing models, and licensing options, access, and delivery
issues such as making on-site resources available online
and disruptive innovation marked with how technology
and user behavior are entwined, and learning informationseeking behavior. Apart from these, developments in in-

formation and communication technologies (ICTs) have
presented other challenges for curators and digital collection managers. These include creating a networked infrastructure, purchasing hardware and software, copyright
concerns and work flow and quality assurance, and other
technological challenges that hinder collection, preservation, and distribution of digital content to and from the
digital world [11]. As amounts of born-digital and digitized materials continue to grow, these challenges will
hinder the management of these materials. As a result,
digital collection managers must keep current with technical trends to develop what Horava [15] called a sustainable and forward-looking approach to collection management. One way through which digital collection managers can address these challenges is by using information
technologies. Through various information technologies,
collection managers can not only create and preserve a
large amount of digital archives but also support, transmit,
and share digital information in a way that can be easily
searched and retrieved by end-users.
Over the years, significant investments have
been made in developing and utilizing technology systems
to manage and sustain born-digital and digitized collections. These include open-source software products that
use metadata schemata and controlled vocabularies for
subject access across distributed digital repositories and
collections [15]. However, as Deal [10] noted, these systems are heavily text-based and provide little information
about the scope and contents of the digital collection. According to the author, this hampers the users’ ability to
easily browse and explore the contents. However, information visualization or the development of visual analytics can solve the problems that users experience when
accessing and navigating through rapidly growing digital
data. Leung et al. [19, p. 120] defined visual analytics as
“the science of analytical reasoning supported by interactive visual interfaces”. The authors claimed a need to develop interactive systems that visualize data-mining results. According to the authors, visual representations of
large datasets can make it easier for users to view and
analyze mining results when compared to numerous algorithms that return results in textual forms. Deal [10] stated
that information visualization can enhance search in digital collections and provide information about the scope as
well as the context of a collection. This in turn can allow
users to more easily browse and explore contents.
Cybulski et al. [9] stated that visual analytics differ from
other forms of digital creativity. According to the authors,
information visualization may provide opportunities for
users to engage with data analytics to explore a large
amount of data resources. Apart from providing the desired output of archival analysis for users, visual analytics
can help curators summarize large quantities of diverse
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information about the collection, analyze large-scale digital collections, and even facilitate collection management
decision-making to provide easier access [30]. As seen,
information visualization can meet the unique needs of
users of distinctive digital collections, but, as Lemieux
[18] pointed out, much attention is needed to apply information visualization and visual analytics to unprocessed
archival materials to make them more effective for researchers and end-users.
In this study, we developed visualizations of digital collections based on a machine learning technique
called topic modeling, which looks for patterns in the use
of words and is an attempt to inject semantic meaning into
vocabulary; a “topic” consists of a cluster of words that
frequently occur together [1]. Through topic-based visualization, a document can now be represented as a mixture
of topics, rather than just a compilation of disconnected,
explicit information (i.e., author, title, and subject). For
example, a document on cloning can be represented as a
mixture of topics that may include “cells,” “immune,” and
“human.” In this study, topic-based visualizations were
developed and tested with data from the Illinois Digital
Archives. The model offers new options to information
professionals for curating large-scale data sets and also
expands the ways in which users can retrieve and understand documents from large digital collections. The new
model allows users to view digital documents at a semantic level through topic modeling, while at the same time
being able to visualize the relationships between those
documents quite clearly.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
synthesized and discussed related work in the literature
review. The Illinois Digital Archives is introduced in the
data section. We describe the topic modeling and visualization methods in the methodology section, with the final
visualizations presented in the results section. The paper
ends with the conclusions and recommendations for future
work.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The analysis, management, and organization of
digital collections, or digital archives, have been approached from many different perspectives. Considering
the increasing development of digital collections, a National Research Foundation report [23] brought together
South African practitioners in the field of digitization to
find the best management techniques for digital collections. The study emphasizes various issues concerning
digital collections, such as requirements for building good
digital collections and sound digital collection management practices. Several prior studies have contributed to
this practice. For example, Brown [5] explored methods

and resources that can be used in the development of a
personal digital archiving workshop and how librarians
can use these methods and resources to provide custommade services to their audience. In a similar vein,
Cartolano et al. [7] showed that open-source technologies
can be used to implement this and other digital library
projects, help reduce the amount of locally written code,
and develop new sustainable approaches to meet the
needs of new and different digital collections. Digital archivists and curators, on the other hand, have interesting
perspectives on how to manage digital collections.
Gengenbach [12] presented views from archivists and
curators applying digital forensic tools and practices to
the management of born-digital content. The author suggested that digital forensic tools are beneficial in capturing and preserving born-digital content. Lee et al. [17]
also argued that considering the current needs of the library and archives community, it is imperative to develop
digital forensic tools with interfaces, documentation, and
functionality that can support the work flows of collecting
institutions.
The advances in digital technologies have, however, presented major challenges concerning collection
management, such as acquisition activities, delivery issues, innovation, access, and scholarly communication, in
a rapidly changing environment [15]. Park and Tosaka
[25] highlighted the existing trends in metadata-creation
practices in digital repositories, collections, and libraries.
By using information obtained from the community of
cataloging and metadata professionals, the authors also
put forward challenges that exist in creating descriptive
metadata elements, using controlled vocabularies for subject access, and propagating metadata and metadata
guidelines beyond local environments. In addition, numerous prior studies have tackled the challenges of digital
collection management from an information retrieval and
knowledge management perspective [21]. For example,
Angsachin et al. [2] applied the method of artificial neural
networks with multilayer perception to machine learning
in pattern recognition and produced better retrieval results. The authors found that the application of this method improved the pattern of recognizing word meanings
and could be a potential tool to use in developing a novel
system of web information retrieval. Hsu et al. [16] also
mapped the trend and intellectual structure of digital archives research by deploying text-mining techniques, such
as co-word and cluster analysis, and provided a valuable
tool for researchers to access digital archives literature. As
technology is changing the way people locate, access, and
use information and the readiness of libraries to serve the
community, information visualization has been playing a
major role in mediating formal humanities research and
the study and management of collections in recent years
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[3]. Lemieux [18] argued that immediate attention is required to define the ways in which information visualization and visual analytics can help mediate digital archives.
Leung et al. [19] also contended that visual representations can enhance user understanding of the inherent relationships among frequently mined data sets and stated that
many of the existing visualizers lack the design necessary
to visualize these frequently mined sets.
Three existing approaches to information visualization are particularly relevant to our study. The first
approach, graph-based visualization, represents information as diagrams of abstract networks, which can help
users digest complex information [14]. However, graphbased visualization does not necessarily take into account
the strengths of the relationships among the data. A second approach, social visualization, involves visualizing
data on the interactions occurring between the data. Also,
social visualization has been studied in the context of
email patterns [11] and newsgroup activities [24]. Social
visualization can be used to capture important relationships between documents already held in digital collections; however, no social visualization model for digital
collections currently exists. The third approach, text visualization, involves visualizing the text of a collection of
documents to show the relationships between terms and
text patterns [22]. Text visualization can also provide visual summaries of content and relationships within a larger
collection, thus allowing users to navigate these summaries as they visualize their relationships [27]. However,

these existing models visualize texts mostly from a syntax
level. To fill the research gaps, we developed a topicbased visualization model for digital collections. With this
new approach, a document can now be represented as a
mixture of topics, rather than just a compilation of disconnected, explicit information. When using the topic
model to query a digital collection at the semantic level of
analysis, users can visualize relationships between many
documents that contain terms with similar meanings or
documents from different disciplines that also cover the
same topics.

DATA
In this study, we developed and tested our approach with data from the Illinois Digital Archives
(http://www.idaillinois.org/). Established in 2000, the
Illinois Digital Archives is a repository for the digital collections of the Illinois State Library as well as other libraries and cultural institutions located in Illinois. It includes manuscripts, newspapers, government documents,
images, and other historical material. Figure 1 shows a
screenshot of the home page of the website. As seen in
Figure 1, the interface provides a button (“Browse All”)
to navigate through all collections, and a “Search” function to access and retrieve information based on userdefined fields in different combinations of title, subject,
description, creator, date, and format.

Figure 1: Illinois Digital Archives Webpage (© 2015 Illinois Digital Archives)
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While the archives provide abundant digital collections, the search function is limited. The mere combination of the “explicit” data of documents such as title
and subject makes it easy for users to clearly specify the
search criteria, but significantly lacks the capability to
provide the semantic relationships between documents.
This search design and capability is commonly seen in
digital collections and archives, which can make information access and retrieval inefficient, ineffective, and,
moreover, inaccurate. To improve the user experience in
information retrieval in large digital collections, our study
focuses on providing a visualization model to be added to
the web search, access, and retrieval process to better
match the semantic meanings of documents with the
search needs and interests. To approach the problem, our

first step was to preprocess the metadata of these digital
collections and extract them into a predefined, wellstructured XML format. Figure 2 shows an XML example
of the metadata for the “Charles Overstreet” collection,
which is the photography collection of Charles Overstreet,
a long-time citizen of Flora, Illinois, with a passion for
photography. The collection contains 369 still images. For
each piece of work, the corresponding XML file contains
information such as title, creator, subject, and a description array containing publisher, contributor, date, type,
format, identifier, source, language, relation, coverage,
and rights. Topic-based visualization is then performed on
the XML metadata to extract, identify, and present the
hidden relationships between semantic topics of the documents. The methodology is detailed in the next section.

Figure 2: Screenshots of the “Charles Overstreet” Collection and XML Metadata

METHODOLOGY
In this study, we propose a visualization model
to present the semantic relationships between digital collections using a machine learning method called topic
modeling. Topic modeling looks for patterns in the use of
words and attempts to inject semantic meaning into vocabulary. The result is a “topic” that consists of a cluster
of words that frequently occur together [1]. Through topic
modeling, large volumes of unlabeled text can be analyzed using contextual clues [28]. Topic modeling connects words with similar meanings and distinguishes between uses of words with multiple meanings. In this
study, we adopt a machine learning toolkit, MALLET

[20], to perform topic modeling. MALLET provides an
efficient way to build up topic models based on Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1], a generative probabilistic
model that allows sets of observations to be understood
by unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the
data are similar. In this study, MALLET takes each set of
XML metadata and learns patterns in the use of words by
assuming that any XML metadata is composed of selected
words from possible baskets of words where every basket
corresponds to a specific topic.
To apply topic modeling to discovering the underlying thematic structure in the Illinois Digital Archives, we set the number of topics to be 4, 8, or 16 to
allow for different options of topic granularity for users.
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Note that in traditional topic modeling, choosing too few
topics will produce results that are overly broad, while
choosing too many will result in “over-clustering” the
collected data into many small, highly similar topics [13].
However, in the context of searching and retrieving digital collections, the availability of a wider range and number of topics provides users with the interactive capability
of specifying how many topics are to be presented at the
same time (i.e., how “fine” the relationships between
documents the users wants to explore). For space considerations, Table 1 shows the topic modeling results of the
XML metadata of the “Charles Overstreet” collection,
only with the number of topics equal to 4 and 8. In Table
Cluster = 0
Prob.= .02132
war overstreet charles quot
postcards drawing ii world
illinois original home back
flora army charlie postcard
life belt pictures

Cluster = 0
Prob.=
.03315
quot
benning unit
fort georgia
artillery
troops war
school made
member
point top
candidates
officer west
procedures
correct
demonstate

Cluster = 1
Prob.=
.06967
germany war
world ii
berlin radioman german capture
part overstreet bid
corporal
pictures
opportunities
travelled
architecture
charles
lanscape
castle

1, for each topic cluster, there is a cluster probability,
which represents the likelihood that this cluster occurs
(i.e., the probability that the words in the cluster cooccur). The key words in each topic cluster that were
learned and identified are also presented. We then create
interactive visualizations based on the topic modeling
results using R language. The visualization aims to provide graphical presentations of three key components for
the digital collections: (1) the probability of each topic
cluster, (2) the words learned and identified in each topic
cluster, and (3) the relationships among the topic clusters,
the probabilities, and the words. The visualization results
are presented in the next section.

# of Topics = 4
Cluster = 1
Cluster = 2
Prob.= .01973
Prob.= .07652
quot troops benning unit war
unit germany overstreet corfort georgia overstreet bodies
poral photograph war battalprisoners radio artillery ii
ion field radio headquarters
world official gardelegen
artillery size radioman origipoint top candidates
nal photographer france part
berlin world

Cluster = 2
Prob.=
.02565
war postcards drawing back
france illinois charles
overstreet
home flora
world charlie
ii postcard
life belt pictures original
humorous

# of Topics = 8
Cluster = 3
Cluster = 4
Prob.=
Prob.=
.42029
.06756
unit overmccoy wisstreet corconsin camp
poral photobattery traingraph radio
ing photoartillery
graph techniheadquarters cian battalion
battalion
shows cororiginal size
poral overphotographer
street fire
field charles
march learnphoto time
ing charles
pictured
firing range
member
photo gun
picture larry

Cluster = 5
Prob.=
.06702
germany
radioman
town ederen
spent winter
heidelberg
stopped
marching
photos castle
city netherlands shelled
heavily fellow worked
throught
passed

Cluster = 3
Prob.= .09323
unit photograph corporal
overstreet battalion artillery
size headquarters original
radio field charles photographer germany battery
mccoy camp wisconsin
photo
Cluster = 6
Prob.=
.0103
bodies prisoners troops
gardelegen
war overstreet survivors shot
straw hide
barn soldiers
german
escape htm
www mr ii
world

Cluster = 7
Prob.=
.04161
germany
france part
ninth beach
army radioman omaha
spent october rivers
belgium
units foot
traveled
england
served bn
taking

Table 1: Topic Modeling Results (# of Topics = 4 and 8) for “Charles Overstreet Collection”
RESULTS
In this section, we present topic-based visualizations for the Illinois Digital Archives to explore the hidden semantic relationships between documents through
the learned, thematic topics, as described in the previous
section. For demonstration purposes, we will continue
using the “Charles Overstreet” collection as an example.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the document visualizations for

4, 8, and 16 topics, respectively. The x-axis represents the
cluster probability of the words in each cluster cooccurring, and the y-axis represents the number of the
topic cluster (e.g., for 4 topics, there will be topic cluster
0, 1, 2, and 3). The bubbles are placed on the x-y plan
based on the probability distribution. In addition, the size
of the bubbles is also proportional to the probability,
which gives users an immediate understanding of the relative relationships of the cluster probabilities. In each bub-
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ble, the words within each cluster are presented, showing
the hidden semantic topics of the selected document. The
visualizations can be added to regular search tasks (i.e.,

search results given in texts) to provide more semantic
information about the documents and their relationships.

Figure 3: Topic-Based Visualization for “Charles Overstreet Collection”: Four Topic Clusters

Figure 4: Topic-Based Visualization for “Charles Overstreet Collection”: Eight Topic Clusters
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Figure 5: Topic-Based Visualization for “Charles Overstreet Collection”: Sixteen Topic Clusters
When hovering over each bubble, the complete
set of words within that topic cluster will show up. This
interactive feature provides users with a “focus+context”
capability, enabling the viewers to see words of the topic
of primary interest presented in full detail while at the
same time obtaining an impression of all the surrounding
information available [6]. Figure 6 shows the visualiza-

tion result. The design of the topic-based visualization
also allows users to select among 4, 8, or 16 topics to
view the different granularities of the document and topic
relationships, as shown in Figure 7. This feature enables
users to also decide how much deeper, detailed, and finetuned they want exploration of the hidden thematic topics
of the selected document to be.

Figure 6: Focus+Context Topic-Based Visualization for “Charles Overstreet Collection”: Example of
Four Topic Clusters
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Figure 7: Interactive Topic-Based Visualization with Three Levels of Granularities: Number of Topics =
4, 8, or 16

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
In this study, we developed a topic-based visualization model to be added to an information search, retrieval, and access interface for large digital collections,
enabling users to perform more efficient, effective, and
accurate web search tasks based on the semantic relationships of documents. The hidden, thematic topics of documents are first extracted with topic modeling. The topic
clusters are then visualized to present the different cluster
probabilities, the words co-occurring within a specific
topic cluster, and the probability distributions of topic
clusters for a selected document. This new model offers
advantageous opportunities to manage large digital collections and improve web search and retrieval capabilities
for users of those collections. More specifically, this topic-based visualization model can (1) improve the users’
experiences as they interact with large digital collections,
thus offering a semantic-level approach to querying and
retrieving data that allows users to visualize even more
precise relationships between documents, (2) extend and
advance the existing collection management options for
librarians, archivists, and other information professionals
who manage large digital collections, and (3) provide
valued insights to scholars on the new research stream of
visual data mining and its ability to undertake digital collection analysis.
While the proposed visualization model offers
basic features to interact with users, more interactivity
functions can be added in future work. Cybulski et al. [9]
suggested that interactive data visualization provides opportunities for people to creatively engage with data analytics. More advanced interactive features, such as zoom
in/out to display topic hierarchies, linkages between different words across different topic clusters, and the relevant positions of the topic clusters with respect to the

whole set of collections, would significantly improve the
capability and practical value of the model.
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